RACK ATTENDANT
Job Description
Anderson Brothers is looking for a full-time person to work in the Wash Rack department of our
shop. This person will clean, buff, and paint all units in the shop; maintain all machinery in rack
area; and perform forklift duties for all departments in the shop as needed.
Responsibilities









Clean all cores for rebuilding facility; this includes using the forklift to bring cores/parts to
and from the builders work areas
Buff and paint units for sale
Retrieve finished product and deliver to shipping and receiving area for sale
Must be familiar with use of heavy equipment and using equipment in a safe manner
Complies with training procedures in handling of all hazardous waste materials
Maintaining good attendance is a condition of employment and an essential function of
this position.
This job description does not necessarily include all the essential functions that may be
necessary; additional responsibilities may be assigned based upon the continuing needs
of the organization.

Skills







Must be able to work independently as well as work with others
Must be able to read and interpret English, adjust vision to focus, see color for
determining alpha and numeric dimensions, and use depth perception for precision
cutting.
Ability to communicate well with supervisor, co-workers, customers, and or vendors
High school diploma or equivalent is preferred but not required
Ability to continuously stand and lift, push or pull 25-50 lbs; 50-75 lbs occasionally

Work is generally performed inside shop buildings that are enclosed and protected from the
outside elements, but the person will be exposed to continuous dust, dirt, and exhaust vapors
as well as the elements when using the forklifts or when bay doors are open.
Job Type: Permanent Full-time
Shift available: 8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
Pay: $20.00 per hour
Contact info: Abner Garcia at 503-285-4511 or abner@abros.com
Anderson Brothers Inc
9111 N Vancouver Ave
Portland, OR 97217
Equal Opportunity Employer

